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ABSTRACT
Over the last several years there have been major breakthroughs in the design of approximation
algorithms for such classic problems as finding the maximum flow in a graph. Maximum flow
for undirected graphs can now be approximately solved in almost linear time. This result by
researchers at Berkeley and MIT, I claim, is only the beginning of a new era in efficient
algorithm design.
Graph theoretic optimization problems, that have been dormant for fifty years are now seeing
new and exciting algorithms. These advances have been made possible by Spectral Graph
Theory, the interplay between linear algebra and combinatorial graph theory. One application of
this interplay is a nearly linear time solver for Symmetric Diagonally Dominate systems (SDD).
This seemingly restrictive class of linear systems has received substantial interest in the last 15
years. Both algorithm design theory and practical implementations have made major progress.
Surprisingly, there is an ever growing list of problems that can be efficiently solved using SDD
solvers including image segmentation, image denoising, finding solutions to elliptic equations,
computing maximum flow in a graph, graph sparsification, and graphics. All these examples can
be viewed as special cases of convex optimization problems that arise from graph problems. I
can imagine a world where such optimization problems that seem to require at least quadratic
work will all be solvable by practical algorithms guaranteed to run in near linear work and are
very parallel.
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